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CHeeky Besom Productions 

‘Artists With Attitude’  

Presents  

Glasgow Literary Lounge  
A Monthly East End Showcase of Literature, Music, & Art 

(4th Tuesday of Each Month @ Calton Bar) 

 

Speakeasy & Open Mic Night 
In Partnership With  

FESTA DOS ANOS DE ÁLVARO DE CAMPOS 

   Calton Bar                                 15 October 2019 
415 London Road, G40 1AG, Glasgow                                          (Tuesday) 7:00 pm - 10:30 pm 
 

 
 

Cheeky Besom Productions are having an EXCLUSIVE Birthday Party to celebrate the Birthday of 
poet, Álvaro de Campos and the true story of Fernando Pessoa’s alter ego. Join us for the Party 
of the Century! We are celebrating the art of lying and Cheeky Besom Productions 1st Anniversary 
in partnership with Festa Dos Anos de Álvaro de Campos.  Álvaro de Campos is a heteronym of 
Álvaro de Campos, an alter ego with a developed personality, biography, job, habits, attitude, an 
address, and Pessoa and de Campos sometimes quoted and interacted with each  other and other 
people. Featured Showcase: Musician, singer, and songwriter, Brian McFall with poet, Jim 
Ferguson, in their interpretation and reading of de Campos’ poem, Birthday.  
 

BIO:  Álvaro de Campos, a naval engineer, who studied in Glasgow, travelled to the 
Orient, and lived outrageously in London. He was sent to Scotland to study mechanical and 
naval engineering. He journeyed to the East, from which the Opium came, and was taught Latin by 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heteronym_(literature)
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his Uncle who was a priest... “he is tall (1.75 m tall, 2 cm taller than me), thin and a little prone to 
bow. "  Álvaro de Campos's work appeared in Lisbon magazines between 1915 and 1935. 
Remembered mostly for his poetry, in his own day he was also celebrated—and maligned—for his 
scathing manifestos, outrageous remarks in interviews, and polemical essays, several of which 
sharply criticized the opinions of his creator, Fernando Pessoa (1888–1935), Portugal's greatest 
modernist writer.’ 
 

CALLING ALL CREATIVES dust of those works in progress and put on your best prose for a night 
of literary readings, music and performance. Speakeasy-style! Join us as we toast the written word 
with readings in English, Gaelic, and Scots.  We’ll be celebrating the original spirit of the Speakeasy.  
So from prose to slam poetry – anything goes!  In Álvaro de Campos’ world “things must simply be 
felt” Our theme for the evening then is what do you feel? Or, read your favourite Álvaro de Campos 
poem. This is open to interpretation.  Each artist will be given a 5-7 minute slot to be allocated on a 
first come, first served basis.  Slot times will be shared on the night. To secure a slot Contact: Ruby 
McCann: mccannruby@gmail.com.  
 
Cheeky Besom Productions: ‘Artists with Attitude’: Jim Ferguson, (writer, poet, and critic) 

Louise Malone (artist), Ruby McCann (writer), Brian McFall (musician). A Glasgow based Grassroots 

Artist Collective. We devise concepts, split all running costs, and collaborate to create: sharing 

knowledge, making and creating, for the love of literature, art, and music. We champion artistic and 

cultural experiences that enrich people’s lives. Facebook: @CheekyBesom 

Jim Ferguson our Host for the evening is a Glasgow based poet, pamphleteer, novelist, and critic. 

He is a Creative Writing Tutor at Glasgow Kelvin College. For more information on Jim Ferguson: 

http://www.jimfergusonpoet.co.uk/  

Brian McFall: Musician, Singer & Songwriter, will be sharing his NEW and original musical 

masterpiece, an interpretation of Álvaro de Campos’ poem ‘Birthday’ on the night.  Remember you 

heard it here first!  For more information on Brian McFall: Facebook: @Brian McFall & 

https://soundcloud.com/rockstargigolo. 

           

This is a FREE event for All 
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